The increasing use of advanced nucleic acid sequencing technologies for clinical diagnostics and therapeutics has made understanding the costs of performing these procedures and their value to patients, providers, and payers, imminent. The Association for Molecular Pathology invested in a cost and value analysis of specific genomic sequencing procedures (GSPs) newly coded by the American Medical Association Current Procedural Terminology Editorial Panel. Cost data and work effort, including the development and use of data analysis pipelines, were gathered from representative laboratories currently performing these GSPs. Results were aggregated to generate representative cost ranges given the complexity and variability of performing the tests. Cost-impact models for three clinical scenarios were generated with assistance from key opinion leaders: impact of using a targeted gene panel in optimizing care for patients with advanced non-small-cell lung cancer, use of a targeted gene panel in the diagnosis and management of patients with sensorineural hearing loss, and exome sequencing in the diagnosis and management of children with neurodevelopmental disorders of unknown genetic etiology. Each model demonstrated value by either reducing health care costs or identifying appropriate care pathways. The templates generated will aid laboratories in assessing...
Genomic sequencing procedures (GSPs) are well suited for the diagnosis and management of inherited disease, particularly when there is significant overlap in clinical presentation or a condition may be caused by any of a large number of genes. They are also increasingly valuable for the molecular characterization of a growing number of biomarkers central to the clinical management and treatment of patients with advanced cancer and, where available, tumor material is frequently limited and mutational profiles complex. This information is changing the way clinicians are able to diagnose and manage hereditary diseases and the delivery of oncology care.

The American Medical Association Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) Editorial Panel recognized the clinical use of these procedures by introducing several new CPT codes in 2015 to describe DNA or RNA sequence analysis methods that simultaneously assay multiple genes or genetic regions associated with specific clinical conditions. These include codes for an array of multiple gene panels, exome, and genome sequencing. In October 2014, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) announced that the new GSP CPT codes would be placed on the Clinical Laboratory Fee Schedule and that payment rates would be determined by the gap-fill process. In this process, individual Medicare Administrative Contractors collect data from laboratories and assign rates to new codes. These regional payment rates are then aggregated to inform the new national rate, effective January 1, 2016.

The Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP) Economic Affairs Committee and Board of Directors determined that AMP should support laboratories in collecting cost data to ensure the fair and accurate valuation of GSP codes. The goal of this project was to develop transparent cost data for representative procedures by collecting and analyzing the technical, analytical, postanalytical, and interpretation costs. For a comprehensive analysis of the full costs of performing these GSPs, we included the development, validation, maintenance, quality control, and overhead costs from laboratories providing clinical testing. AMP also recognized that the economic value of these procedures should be assessed and contrasted with the costs of current procedures and processes in different clinical care applications. Three independent payer cost-impact analyses were conducted, modeling the overall cost of care. (J Mol Diagn 2016, 18: 319–328; http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmoldx.2015.11.010)

Materials and Methods

Microcosting Models

Five GSPs—CPT codes 81430, 81470, 81445, 81455, and 81415—were selected as representative applications of GSPs that reflected the spectrum of technology and data analysis (Table 1). These included multigene tumor panels, targeted inherited disease panels for hearing loss and X-linked intellectual disability, and exome sequencing. Laboratories performing these types of tests were identified and evaluated as to whether they met the criteria for a representative laboratory. Any laboratory that had been conducting GSPs, including the technical sequencing and clinical interpretation and reporting, for at least 6 months and running at least one in-house batch of five samples per week for one or more of the procedures was eligible for participation. We were assured by each participating laboratory that it performed the necessary validation processes to ensure analytic accuracy and sufficient diagnostic yield, but we did not perform an independent evaluation of test quality. Boston Healthcare Associates and Tynan Consulting were retained to collect data from the laboratories and generate tools, which could be used to share the information.

Laboratories shared their standard operating procedures for the entire GSP, including the bioinformatics, interpretation, and clinical reporting. A subset of laboratories allowed on-site visits and physical observation, including timing of specific protocol steps. In total, 65 laboratories were contacted, with 36 willing to discuss potential participation in the project and 9 agreeing to participate and share protocols. Overall, 13 unique test protocols were provided by the nine laboratories. These laboratories represented both small and large academic medical centers as well as commercial reference laboratories. Protocols were parsed into spreadsheets to capture the individual steps and process modules, including DNA extraction, library preparation, sequencing, quality control, and data analysis. The components required to execute each module were identified and documented in the spreadsheet, including the cost of reagents and consumables, cost of and time for equipment use, and the personnel hands-on time. The professional time of M.D. and Ph.D. laboratory directors to interpret and sign out these cases was also included in the data collection and analysis.

Where possible, components were priced using the CMS database for costs of common supplies and equipment. If the items were not identified in the CMS database, reagent and consumable prices as set by the manufacturer or wholesale suppliers were obtained and used in the analysis. Reagent and consumables costs were reduced to a per-unit cost to match the protocol (eg, cost per milliliter or cost per gram). For each step, the necessary item cost per unit was listed and multiplied by total quantity and batch size to calculate a cost per step. Equipment costs were calculated by assigning a useful life to each piece of equipment and then amortizing the price of that equipment to a per-minute rate, assuming a piece of equipment is used 50% of the time for the particular protocol. For each step, the necessary equipment cost per minute was multiplied by the time each piece of equipment...
was used. Costs were examined per batch but then divided by batch size to enable comparisons on a per-sample basis.

The average salary for each personnel job class was also obtained from the CMS database. If job classifications could not be obtained from the CMS database, average salary was determined through survey results from professional associations. The per-minute rate was calculated on the basis of the assumption of a 40-hour week, 50 weeks per year, and multiplied by the hands-on time per step.

In some cases, laboratories perform confirmatory testing or testing of genetic regions missed by their GSP using traditional chain termination or Sanger sequencing to complete the assay. The per-unit cost of Sanger sequencing was obtained from individual laboratories and multiplied by the average number of Sanger sequencing tests typically needed per patient. Laboratories may also include other complementary methods, such as breakpoint polymerase chain reaction-based assay for fragile X syndrome in X-linked intellectual disability and polymerase chain reaction-based allele-specific assay for GJB6 gene for hearing loss. Microcosting analysis of Sanger sequencing and other complementary methods was not performed.

An important and unique component of this analysis was capturing the costs of bioinformatics and pipeline development. The pipeline was accounted for as capital equipment. Interviews were conducted with bioinformatics personnel and laboratory directors to assess the time involved in developing a bioinformatics pipeline multiplied by the personnel classification pay scales. The costs of pipeline development and validation, commercial software if purchased, and the computing hardware were amortized over the lifetime of the pipeline (estimated as 1 year).

The costs of analyzing and reporting results from the review of the FASTQ or BAM files to assess the quality of the run to the clinical reporting of results were included. The laboratory personnel and computing time was captured and multiplied by the personnel classification involved (e.g., bioinformatician) with per-unit cost of that individual. The total personnel time and software costs involved in reviewing the individual sample results through either individual or group reviews (by fellows, laboratory supervisors, laboratory directors, and/or pathologists) and the costs of the equipment used to store data both for short-term analysis needs and long-term record-keeping were included and amortized on the basis of the estimated total number of samples to be processed and kept.

Finally, the individual cost information from each laboratory procedure for the components of DNA extraction, library preparation, sequencing, bioinformatics, and reporting was blinded and aggregated for side-by-side comparison.

### Health Economic Models

To enable the assessment of the value of GSPs in patient management, we developed payer cost-impact models. The goal was to develop the tools to estimate the impact of incorporating genomic testing into patient management compared with current approaches to care. Three intended use populations were chosen as examples: i) patients with advanced non–small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in need of treatment optimization, ii) patients being evaluated for syndromic sensorineural hearing loss, and iii) children experiencing neurodevelopmental disorders. The key elements of each health economic model were to generate an estimate of the size of the eligible population (specific to the intended use of the test), the current mix of tests and treatments or interventions, and the anticipated result after the introduction of testing using the relevant GSP. The primary end point of these models was the cost per diagnosis, management, treatment, or intervention mix before and after GSP testing.

The models were on the basis of best practices outlined in an International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research task force report on budget impact analysis. Given that the models are intended to demonstrate to payers the utility of paying for testing, each was framed from the perspective of a typical commercial insurer. These insurers typically focus on the near-term direct costs.

### Table 1: GSP CPT Codes Targeted for Microcosting Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPT code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81430</td>
<td>Hearing loss (eg, nonsyndromic hearing loss, Usher syndrome, Pendred syndrome); genomic sequence analysis panel, must include sequencing of at least 60 genes, including CDH23, CLRN1, GJB2, GPR98, *MTRNR1, *MYO7A, MYO7A5A, OTOF, PCDH15, SLC26A4, TMC1, TMPRSS3, USH1C, USH1G, USH2A, and WFS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81470</td>
<td>XLID (eg, syndromic and nonsyndromic XLID); genomic sequence analysis panel, must include sequencing of at least 60 genes, including ARX, ATRX, CDKL5, FGD1, FMR1, HUWE1, IL1RAPL1, KDM5C, L1CAM, MECP2, MED12, MID1, OCLN, RPS6KA3, and SLC16A2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81445</td>
<td>Targeted genomic sequence analysis panel, solid organ neoplasm, DNA analysis, 5-50 genes (eg, ALK, BRAF, CDKN2A, EGFR, ERBB2, KIT, KRAS, NRAS, MET, PDGFA, PDGFRB, PGR, PIK3CA, PTEN, RET), interrogation for sequence variants and copy number variants or rearrangements, if performed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81455</td>
<td>Targeted genomic sequence analysis panel, solid organ or hematolymphoid neoplasm, DNA and RNA analysis when performed, 51 or greater genes (eg, ALK, BRAF, CDKN2A, CEBPA, DNMT3A, EGFR, ERBB2, EZH2, FLT3, IDH1, IDH2, JAK2, KIT, KRAS, NRAS, NPM1, NOTCH1, PDGFA, PDGFRB, PGR, PIK3CA, PTEN, RET), interrogation for sequence variants and copy number variants or rearrangements, if performed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81415</td>
<td>Exome (eg, unexplained constitutional or heritable disorder or syndrome); sequence analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* Human Gene Nomenclature Committee recommended nomenclature: ADGRV1 (GRP98), KMT2A (MLL), MT-RNR1 (MTRNR1), SLC16A2 (SLC16AZ), TMC1, TMPRSS3, USH1C, USH1G, USH2A, and WFS1

** CPT, Current Procedural Terminology; GSP, genomic sequencing procedure; XLID, X-linked intellectual disability.
corresponding targeted therapy. Patients who tested negative Recent National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines used to direct pathway, targeted genomic sequencing with a multigene panel care in line with national averages. In the GSP-driven care chemotherapy regimens or enrolled in clinical trials or hospice Cancer Institute, and published literature.6

For the model of GSP testing in patients with NSCLC, the traditional care pathway was adapted from the National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines.10 The model focuses on first-line treatment for advanced or metastatic (stage IIIB/IV) NSCLC patients with a time horizon of 6 months from diagnosis. For the hereditary conditions (sensorineural hearing loss and neurodevelopmental disorders), we relied on literature and information from academic medical centers that see these types of patients to estimate the current mix of diagnostic procedures and their use levels. The data analysis models herein assumed 100% of patients will receive mutational analysis using a GSP and providers and patients will rely on these results to inform their decisions concerning medical care. Key opinion leaders reviewed all of the models to objectively assess and validate the clinical and economic impact of these procedures.

Advanced NSCLC in Need of Treatment Optimization
The cost-impact model identified four treatment pathways: targeted therapy, nontargeted therapy, clinical trial, and hospice care. In the current care pathway, positive results from EGFR or ALK testing were used to direct a patient to the corresponding targeted therapy. Patients who tested negative for EGFR and ALK mutations were directed to traditional chemotherapy regimens or enrolled in clinical trials or hospice care in line with national averages. In the GSP-driven care pathway, targeted genomic sequencing with a multigene panel was used to direct and refine the optimal treatment pathway. Recent National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines have endorsed the examination of eight different genetic alterations to help assess next steps with individual patients.10

This list of genetic alterations and mutation frequencies was used for the basis of the GSP-driven model. The targeted therapy determination or enrollment in a clinical trial was guided by the literature and in consult with key opinion leaders (Table 2). Patients without these alterations are directed toward either nontargeted therapy or hospice care. The percentage of patients sent to hospice care was on the basis of data provided by key opinion leaders who have conducted research on implications of next-generation sequencing.

For each pathway, the total cost of treatment was established. The components included cost of drug therapy, drug administration, and adverse events (https://www.mskcc.org/research-areas/programs-centers/health-policy-outcomes/cost-drugs; last accessed October 13, 2015). Nontargeted (chemotherapy) drug costs, adverse event treatment costs, and adverse event rates were derived from published literature.12–19 Although the adverse event rates for targeted versus nontargeted therapy are different, the treatment costs are the same for each. For each adverse event, the cost is multiplied by the rate to determine an average cost and these are summed to determine the total average adverse event cost. Costs for EGFR and ALK are derived from the Medicare fee schedule rates (http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/ClinicalLabFeeSched/index.html; last accessed October 13, 2015). The cost of a NSCLC-specific GSP panel was obtained from our microcosting analyses described herein.

The model assumes payers will not be required to reimburse investigational or experimental drug costs, 50% of clinical trial patients will be randomized to investigational drug arm, and 50% will be randomized to the control drug arm, and clinical trial adverse event treatment costs will be reimbursed regardless of the trial arm. The hospice care cost was sourced from published literature20 and included hospice services provided during a 6-month period.

To determine the total treatment cost for each pathway, the model multiplies the number of patients directed down a particular pathway by that pathway’s average cost. The summation of the treatment costs for these four pathways amounts to the total treatment cost for the corresponding care. Diagnostic services costs are added in to determine the

---

**Table 2** The Specific Mutations Included and the Associated Clinical Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Type of genetic alteration</th>
<th>Mutation frequency, %</th>
<th>Base case treatment scenario</th>
<th>Alternative treatment scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Erlotinib, gefitinib, or afatanib</td>
<td>Erlotinib, gefitinib, or afatanib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALK</td>
<td>Translocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Crizotinib</td>
<td>Crizotinib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAF</td>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Vemurafenib or dabrafenib (off-label use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET</td>
<td>Translocation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Cabozantinib (off-label use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROS1</td>
<td>Translocation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Crizotinib (off-label use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERBB2</td>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Trastuzumab or afatanib (off-label use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET</td>
<td>Amplification</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Crizotinib (off-label use)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRAS</td>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRAS</td>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRAS</td>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIK3CA</td>
<td>Mutation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Trial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseline mutation frequencies in lung adenocarcinoma were on the basis of the Cancer Genome Research Network’s published data.11
total cost of care. The model also estimates two clinical outcomes: total number of adverse events and total months of progression-free survival. Progression-free survival data for each of the targeted therapies was derived from published literature.21,22

Syndromic Sensorineural Hearing Loss of Unknown Etiology (Multigene Panel) and Neurodevelopmental Disorders in Pediatric Cases of Unknown Etiology (Exome Sequencing) The Health Economic models for sensorineural hearing loss and neurodevelopmental disorders were developed comparing the overall diagnostic cost of a traditional care pathway with that of one guided by results from performing a GSP. Traditional care pathways for sensorineural hearing loss and neurodevelopmental disorders consisted of radiology, electrocardiography, laboratory tests, physical examinations (genetics and neurology) and consultations (eg, ophthalmology), single-gene tests or limited syndrome-specific panels, cytogenetic testing, and chromosomal microarray (CMA) testing.

In the sensorineural hearing loss model, the GSP-guided care pathway begins with a GJB2/GJB6-directed test, because of its high diagnostic yield of 20% and low cost, on the basis of data from key opinion leaders. This is followed by a comprehensive sensorineural hearing loss–specific multigene GSP panel in patients who are GJB2/GJB6 negative. The diagnostic yield of the GSP panel was set to be 20%, on the basis of data from key opinion leaders (this is a model input, and can be updated by model users depending on the panel used at respective laboratories). The model assumes that patients who do not end up with a genetic diagnosis via GSP will be directed to tests that are used in the traditional care pathway described above.

In the neurodevelopmental disorders model, two GSP-guided care pathways were analyzed depending on relative placement of CMA, fragile X, and biochemical testing, and exome sequencing in the care pathway (CMA + fragile X testing as first line, followed by GSP as second line, or GSP as first line, followed by CMA + fragile X tests as second line). There is ongoing debate in the field regarding the diagnostic yields of CMA compared with exome sequencing, and we wanted model users to determine the most appropriate relative placement of GSP, CMA, and fragile X tests, on the basis of the costs and the diagnostic yields at their institutions and the referral patient population.

All possible diagnostic procedures for a typical patient with sensorineural hearing loss or neurodevelopmental disorders were identified to compare the total costs of the traditional and GSP-guided pathways for these two indications. Use data of these tests for these two indications were obtained from published sources or on the basis of clinical experiences by key opinion leaders.21,22 We supplemented these data with test use data from collaborators at academic medical centers or large health systems.

Reimbursement rates for the diagnostic procedures were derived from the 2014 Medicare Fee Schedule, where available. Some single-gene tests or syndrome-specific panels whose CPT codes were not listed in the Medicare Fee Schedule required using suggested reimbursement rates, which we obtained from Cahaba GBA, a regional Medicare Administrator Contractor. For CMA and some single-gene tests that were not listed in either of these databases, cost inputs were obtained from key opinion leaders or list prices published online. For GSPs, we used the cost values obtained from our microcosting analyses described herein. We realize that these cost values may not reflect the actual costs of diagnostic procedures in pediatric populations, or those that are covered by commercial insurance. To overcome this limitation, functionality was provided for users to add their own cost inputs manually, or allow them to use a multiplier that will automatically multiply Medicare rates by a fixed number.

Test use data were multiplied with unit cost of each test and number of patients in the health plan, and aggregated to calculate the total cost of the diagnostic approaches described above. The final result summary graphically displays the total costs of the two care pathways in each case.

Results

Microcost Analysis

Detailed microcosting analyses were performed on 13 protocols from nine laboratories performing clinical testing for one or more of the five CPT-based procedures. These laboratories represented both small and large academic medical centers and commercial reference laboratories so as to capture the array of testing methods and approaches to the bioinformatic analyses. One challenge in performing cost analyses for methods with multiple technology platforms and assay steps is the difficulty in determining a representative sample. To address this challenge, several laboratories performing clinical testing that met our definition of a representative laboratory were selected. All costs related to performing these procedures, including the direct costs of performing, analyzing, and reporting patient samples, the expense of developing and validating the technical protocols, the development, validation, quality control, and maintenance of the informatics pipelines, data storage, and the institutional overhead, were combined to calculate a total per sample per laboratory test cost. Individual laboratories were deidentified, and the findings were aggregated for comparison (Table 3) and have been made publicly available [http://www.amp.org/committees/economics/NGSPricingProject.cfm](http://www.amp.org/committees/economics/NGSPricingProject.cfm) (registration required); last accessed November 12, 2015.

For targeted genomic sequence analysis of DNA from solid tumor specimens, the results from five representative laboratories fulfilling the criteria for CPT code 81445 demonstrated costs ranging from $577.99 to $907.82 (Table 3). Only one laboratory participated that fulfilled criteria for CPT code 81455, a tumor panel with >50 genes ($1948). Cost varied with platform, investment in laboratory-developed or commercial bioinformatics, and validation expenses. Assays were mostly on the basis of commercial hotspot mutation panels [from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA) or Illumina (San
and methods did not typically include duplication/deletion, copy number variation, or translocation testing. Some laboratories performed paired normal tissue testing for germline mutation determination, but those costs were not included in this analysis.

Cost data from two laboratories performing hearing loss genomic sequence analysis that fulfilled the criteria for CPT code 81430 were calculated ($1048 and $1949) (Table 3). Their gene lists had a similar set of genes, and the largest variance in cost was because of the bioinformatic analysis and clinical interpretation by group review. Notably, duplication/deletion testing was typically assessed via another technology (microarray, PCR, or fluorescence in situ hybridization) and, therefore, was not included in microcosting. Cost analyses of complementary assays were not performed.

Costs for exome sequence analysis (81415, single exome) ranged from $1499.32 to $3388.18, with data aggregated from three participating laboratories (Table 3). The laboratory with the lowest cost was performing a medical or clinical exome analysis, whereas the other two were evaluating the full exome. Cost variability was observed for the technical sequencing and variant interpretation even with the same platform and method and appeared to be related to the extent of subsequent analysis (eg, through group review and interpretation versus individual laboratory director review and sign out).

### Health Economic Models

Three independent payer cost-impact analyses were conducted, modeling the overall cost of the current mix of treatments/interventions and the expected mix after the introduction of the new GSPs (Figure 1). All of the models were reviewed by key opinion leaders to objectively assess and validate the clinical and economic impact of these procedures.

### Budget Impact of Adopting GSP in Tumor Profiling in NSCLC

Many laboratories currently use multiple platforms or approaches to optimize detection of mutations, copy number alterations, and translocations. In our health economic model, we included the alterations listed in Table 2. The results of this impact analysis in the care of patients with advanced-stage NSCLC suggest that the use of GSPs results in a theoretical increase in the use of targeted therapy (6% to 13%). This was complemented by a dramatic decrease in use of nontargeted therapy (83% to 20%). This results in a decrease in the total number of adverse events from 207 to 138 (for a plan size of 1 million members). In addition, identification of investigational genetic alterations greatly increases the percentage of patients who could be enrolled in clinical trials from 4% to 54%. Finally, genomic profiling also helped with physicians' and patients' decisions with regard to hospice care for those patients lacking targetable variants, increasing the

### Table 3  GSP Microcost Summary Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Offering</th>
<th>5-50 gene tumor panel</th>
<th>&gt;50 gene tumor</th>
<th>XLID panel*</th>
<th>Hearing loss panel*</th>
<th>Hearing loss panel</th>
<th>Exome sequencing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA extraction cost</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library preparation cost</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequencing cost</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA extraction cost</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library preparation cost</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequencing cost</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA extraction cost</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library preparation cost</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequencing cost</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioinformatics/data analysis/reporting cost</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation maintenance overhead cost</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total assay cost, per sample</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>908</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All costs reported in US dollars. 0 values indicate costs <$1.

*As part of a consolidated genetic panel workflow.

GSP, genomic sequencing procedure; XLID, X-linked intellectual disability.
percentage of patients who entered hospice care from 7% to 13%.

From a cost perspective for a health plan with 1 million covered lives, the cost of targeted therapy increases by the largest amount ($1.1 million to $2.3 million), but the cost of nontargeted therapy decreases by approximately $6.6 million ($8.8 million to $2.2 million). The cost of clinical trials and hospice care also increase by $2.7 million and $60,000, respectively. These increases are welcome, however, because they are less costly than more expensive regimen-based treatments. In sum, the total cost of treatment decreases by $2.7 million (from $10.2 million to $7.5 million). The total cost of genetic testing increases by $0.13 million, when the cost of a GSP is set to $700, which is the average cost of a 5-50 gene tumor panel, according to our microcosting analysis. Moreover, there are additional clinical benefits associated with this care pathway, with a net increase in average progression-free survival and decrease in total number of adverse events.

Budget Impact Model of Adopting GSP in the Diagnosis of Sensorineural Hearing Loss

The goal of this model was to evaluate the clinical and economic (direct cost to a US payer) impact of adopting a GSP in the diagnosis of sensorineural hearing loss of unknown genetic etiology in patients aged <18 years. Earlier care pathways (without the use of GSPs) were compared with implementing GSPs in the algorithm for evaluating patients (Figure 1B). Medicare reimbursement rates were not available for some molecular pathology procedure codes for germline testing, and institutional list prices were used. The results of this analysis revealed both an increase in diagnostic yield and cost savings. For a plan size of 1 million members, a cost savings of $0.24 million and an increase in diagnostic yield from 25% to 36% were demonstrated on incorporation of GSPs into the diagnostic approach, using an average cost of $1499, as per our microcosting analysis. The diagnostic yield of hearing loss GSP was assumed to be 20%. We also used the minimum and maximum cost of hearing loss GSP from our microcosting analysis in the budget-impact model. At a GSP cost of $1048 (minimum), the cost savings from diagnostic workup increased to $0.32 million; and at a GSP cost of $1949 (maximum), the cost savings reduced to $0.16 million.

Budget Impact Model of Adopting Exome Sequencing in Pediatric Neurodevelopmental Disorders

The goal of this model was to evaluate clinical and economic (direct cost to a US payer) impact of incorporating exome sequencing (GSP) in the diagnosis of children with neurodevelopmental disorders of unknown etiology. Traditional care pathways (without the use of exome sequencing)
were compared with two alternate approaches, which implement exome sequencing in the algorithm. In one, we compared the traditional pathway with a new one that had 100% of patients receiving CMA and fragile X testing as first line, followed by exome sequencing on patients without a diagnosis. In the other, we compared the traditional pathway with one that had 100% of patients receiving exome sequencing as first line, followed by CMA and fragile X testing as second line on patients without a diagnosis (Figure 1C).

In the first approach with CMA and fragile X testing, followed by exome sequencing, there was a cost savings of $1.33 million for a plan size of 1 million members, and an increase in diagnostic yield from 30% to 40%, using the average cost of exome sequencing determined in this project ($2439). The diagnostic yield of exome sequencing was assumed to be 20%. We also used the minimum and maximum cost of exome sequencing from our microcosting analysis in the budget-impact model. At the exome cost of $1499 (minimum), the cost savings from diagnostic workup increased to $10.1 million, whereas at the exome cost of $3388 (maximum), there was a cost increase of $7.5 million. In the second approach with exome sequencing first, followed by CMA and fragile X testing, there was a cost increase of $0.89 million for a plan size of 1 million members, and an increase in diagnostic yield from 30% to 40%, using the average cost of $2439. At the lowest cost of $1499, there was a cost savings of $10.8 million, whereas at the higher cost of $3388, there was a cost increase of $12.7 million. This analysis suggests that the selective use of exome sequencing can demonstrate possible cost savings.

Discussion

AMP endeavored to gather accurate and transparent cost data for tests fulfilling the criteria for five of the new GSP CPT codes and to construct three payer cost-impact models. Laboratories should be able to use these models to help articulate the cost and value of the GSP services they provide to payers (both Medicare/Medicaid and commercial payers) and colleagues. These models necessarily represent the current landscape in a rapidly evolving field.

The microcosting models demonstrate that there is considerable variability in the costs of GSPs and the depth and breadth of these high-complexity tests offered by various laboratories. This variability reflects the current dynamic nature of the field with multiple platforms, panel designs, analysis pipelines, and practices with regard to results review and reporting. Each laboratory’s protocol was unique, and cost comparisons by individual steps were challenging. However, across laboratories, key drivers of higher costs included kit reagents, sequencing equipment, data analysis and reporting, and technical and bioinformatics personnel time. One factor that could reduce cost was the ability to multiplex patients up to a full batch using DNA barcode technology. Institutions using group reviews of the results also tended to have higher personnel costs than the results reviews performed mainly by pipeline and reviewed by individual laboratory directors. We also incorporated validation, maintenance, and overhead costs into the model. This component was challenging to clearly identify and, in some instances, only rough estimates could be provided by the laboratory. List pricing for many of these tests was often two to five times the microcost basis. This is and will continue to be subject to several market forces, including the percentage of nonpayment for test claims and/or institutional overhead variances.

Of particular importance was the development of a tool that laboratories could use to assess their own costs for these or other GSP CPT codes. A blank template similar to the one used in this project is available on the AMP website and includes detailed instructions [http://www.amp.org/committees/economics/NGSPricingProject.cfm (registration required); last accessed November 12, 2015]. A frequently asked questions sheet and instructional video are also available. The template is readily adaptable to the changing procedures and costs involved in providing a variety of GSPs and, over time, can reflect innovations in the technology.

A common theme in discussions regarding advanced technologies in health care is the value of the results of the technology to the beneficiary. To address this issue, three independent health economic analyses were conducted, modeling the overall cost of current mix of treatments or interventions and the anticipated benefit of incorporating GSPs in the diagnosis and treatment determination. For cancer patients, use of GSPs is becoming increasingly important for the identification of potentially targetable genetic changes and the optimization of therapy selection. This technology provides a platform for the simultaneous identification of multiple genes or genetic regions known to harbor tumor hotspot mutations. This approach is especially useful in cases where limited material is available that is not sufficient for performing multiple analyses; it can improve both the diagnostic yield and time to result. Many molecular pathologists and oncologists believe that genomic profiling of a patient’s tumor should allow more informed therapy decisions for several tumor types, including lung cancer and melanoma. In our cost-impact analysis, we chose to focus on metastatic NSCLC, where recent National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines support the use of multigene panels. We presumed patients with potentially targetable alterations in these genes would be offered the opportunity to enroll in clinical trials. Compared with EGFR and ALK single-gene tests, the use of a multigene GSP that included these emerging biomarkers in conjunction with clinical trial participation reduces costs for the payer and resulted in a reduction in adverse events and improved progression-free survival. This cost reduction is related to the fact that payers are not expected to pay for the use of investigational drugs. If we used the presumption of off-label use of US Food and Drug Administration–approved targeted therapies for other tumor types, the model shows a modest increase in cost related to increased use of targeted therapies. This cost increase was offset by improved outcomes, such as a reduced incidence of...
adverse events and improved progression-free survival. It is likely that institutions use a combination of both strategies. Individual institutions can adjust these models to fit their own patient populations and group practices.

There is an evolving body of evidence to support the cost-effectiveness of GSPs in the evaluation of heterogeneous cancers. Li et al\textsuperscript{29} reported the cost-effectiveness of sequencing 34 cancer-associated genes as an aid to treatment selection in patients with metastatic melanoma, resulting in an annual saving of $79.6 million (and a gain of 155 quality-adjusted life years) if their base case were applied to the 8900 patients diagnosed with metastatic melanoma each year in the United States. In conjunction with the 2015 American Society of Clinical Oncology meeting, Intermountain Health presented a study of an internal retrospective health economic analysis of 72 patients, 36 of whom received treatment matched to a GSP molecular profile and 36 matched-control patients who received chemotherapy.\textsuperscript{30} The progression-free survival was 22.9 weeks for the precision medicine treatment group and 12 weeks for the standard chemotherapy control group. Costs per week were $3204 per week in the targeted group and $3501 in the control cohort. In addition, the costs of treatment-related morbidities were significantly lower for patients receiving GSP-based care compared with standard chemotherapy approaches.

Many payers and some providers have questioned the value of a diagnosis for patients with a genetic disorder of unknown or heterogeneous etiology. We did not attempt to solve this question herein, although the American College of Medical Genetics recently issued a position statement addressing the clinical utility of a diagnosis for patients.\textsuperscript{31} Rather, we focused on current clinical practice for what is typically referred to as a diagnostic odyssey case and attempted to determine the cost savings and impact of current clinical practice versus the use of a GSP. In both hereditary disease models, the GSP care path would appear to provide an efficient and economical approach to arriving at a definitive diagnosis and thus serve to save significant health care dollars. Williams et al\textsuperscript{32} reported that in Geisinger’s experience, if more than three single genes are considered for analysis, even more complex whole-genome sequencing becomes an economically viable alternative, even when confirmatory testing costs are included, suggesting the economic viability of exome sequencing. Shashi et al\textsuperscript{33} propose that a 50% success rate for GSPs in undiagnosed genetic disorders could result in a higher rate of genetic diagnosis and a considerable cost savings, especially if used after the initial clinical visit. Soden et al\textsuperscript{34} evaluated 100 families with 119 children affected by neurodevelopmental disorders with various levels of acuity. With >1000 loci involved in the etiology of neurodevelopmental disorders, whole-genome or whole-exome sequencing was the preferred diagnostic modality. Diagnostic yields ranged from 73% in acutely ill children to 40% in nonacute cases when parent-child trios were sequenced. The cost of prior negative tests in nonacute patients averaged $19,100 per family and if GSPs were performed at symptom onset, diagnoses may have been made 77 months earlier than occurred in the study. As with the model presented herein, this study suggests that cost savings because of the use of GSPs is sensitive to the cost of the procedure and at which point in the diagnostic algorithm it is incorporated.

We anticipate that sequencing technology and costs will change with time and that modeling the cost-impact will only become more refined as we gain more knowledge about genetic changes and therapeutic options. We hope that laboratories will use these templates to assess their individual costs, to consider the value structure in their own patient populations, and to contribute their data to the ongoing dialogue regarding the impact of GSPs on improving patient care.
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Disclaimer

Standard of practice is not being defined, and there may be alternatives. The Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP) makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding the Report and specifically excludes any warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular use or purpose. AMP shall not be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages related to the use of the information contained herein.
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